Kolsky Blends Politics and Humor

By Tami Brunk

Mad applause burst from the bleachers, gawking New York Times reporters stepped aside and the "Great Sea" parted as Professor Thomas Kolsky entered the Science Center Theater on Wednesday, September 21. All right, All right, I'm exaggerating a bit, but only for the sake of humor; the major topic of Kolsky's lecture titled "Not so Odd a Couple: Reflections on the Marriage of Humor and Politics," demonstrated the vital role that humor has played in politics throughout the centuries.

Audience members were given handouts consisting of xeroxed political cartoons created throughout history, poking fun at such a variety of figures as King Louis XIV on up to Bush and even Perot. Kolsky began his presentation by bewailing the sorry choice of candidates in this year's election. "Clinton's biggest problem," complained Kolsky, "is that he never inhales."

"Bush, on the other hand, never exhaled." He also questioned the novelty of both Bush and Clinton's economic proposals.

"Basically, Bush wants to borrow and spend, and Clinton wants to tax and spend." In light of the obvious shortcomings of Bush and Clinton, Kolsky moved to nominate a new candidate. This man, Kolsky promised, was "a truly great American and humorist...Abe Lincoln."

According to Kolsky, John F. Kennedy and Ronald Reagan were masters at harnessing the power of humor to win public favor. During their campaigns, both used a quick wit to cover up their flaws.

During Kennedy's 1960 campaign, he was often criticized for having come from a wealthy family. In response to that, Kennedy made fun of himself. "I received a telegram from my father today," he told a crowd. "He told me, 'don't buy one vote more than is necessary. I'll be damned if I'll pay for a landslide!'"

Reagan diffused criticism about his age during his campaign against Walter Mondale with this statement, "I am not going to make age an issue in this campaign. I will not hold my opponent's youth and...inexperience against him."

Perhaps because Clinton and Bush have not yet learned how to harness the power of humor, they have often become the target of it.

"Did you know the real reason that the U.S. Government so closely investigated Iraq's Department of Agriculture?" asked Kolsky. The answer, he asserted, was that they were secretly hoarding a huge stash of broccoli with which to bomb the White House.

"Thank God Bush caught it in time," Kolsky breathed with a sigh of relief.

Concluding his presentation, Kolsky assured Americans everywhere that "the marriage of humor and politics rests on solid ground. There is not much chance of a divorce." Finally, a return to family values.
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